Best-practice instruction requires a strategic plan. Administrators know that up-front planning on the part of the teacher goes a long way toward impacting student achievement. In this age of increased accountability and documentation, teachers need smart tools that help them save time, consider all students’ needs, communicate with colleagues, and focus on the most important part of their job: teaching and learning.

Teachers for Learners, LLC and EduChange, Inc. bring over a decade of on-the-ground professional and curriculum development experiences with teachers to our latest software application, the **Differentiated Planning Assistant™**. Designed to marry backwards planning and differentiated instruction, this teacher tool:

- Scaffolds backwards planning for a **unit or a project** across all subject areas and grade levels
- Prompts teachers to identify **target groups of students** for differentiated instruction
- Comes complete with **curriculum standards** of choice—including the new Common Core standards
- Encourages the creation of **shareable libraries** across teachers
- Supports formative **assessment practices** and authentic assessment design
- Provides instructional help text that acts as a **virtual instructional coach**
- Holds teachers accountable through a **check-and-balance system**
- Automatically creates a **print-ready unit or project plan** for easy dissemination

Built on the freely-available Adobe AIR® platform, the **Differentiated Planning Assistant™** eliminates tech clutter and the need for specialized platforms, expensive hardware or unreliable servers. The streamlined, clean user interface supports novice and advanced tech users alike. Resultant unit and project plans may be exported as HTML or Microsoft Word® documents for even more flexibility. PC and Mac ready.

This teacher software tool is now available via school and district/county site license. Inquire today!
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